Impact desolvation of polymers embedded in nanodroplets.
Using molecular dynamics simulation, we study the desolvation process of a polymer-loaded droplet after collision with a wall. The energy and time dependence of the process is analyzed for various droplet-polymer combinations. By changing droplet size, polymer size, solvent, and polymer species, separately, we can assess the influence of these factors individually. We find that the polymer is isolated for impact energies E per solvent molecule, which exceed a threshold value E(isol), which is of the order of the cohesive energy E(coh) of the solvent. The influence of the solvent can be quantified by the solute-solvent interaction energy per molecule E(ss). If the same polymer is embedded in solvents with similar E(coh), we find that desolvation proceeds more easily in the solvent with the smaller solute-solvent interaction energy per molecule E(ss). Polymers with high interaction energy need higher impact energies for complete desolvation. This interface energy also characterizes the desolvation of different polymers in the same solvent. E(isol) increases slowly with the size of the droplet and decreases with the size of the polymer. These findings may help to improve the production of intact isolated macromolecules out of their solutions.